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The professional school Dean did not take the stand in his own defense,¹ but character witnesses² testified that he was a person of integrity. One witness said of the Dean, “I would trust him with my life, my children, my anything.”³ The Dean was “a ‘magnet, our inspiration,’” a “loyal friend” of “noble character,”⁴ and a beloved companion for “long walks on the water” involving “deep conversations . . . on books, movies and other topics.”⁵

¹Harold A. Anderson Professor of Law and Values, the University of Toledo College of Law. Wesley Henkel (Toledo Law ’23) provided excellent research support for this project. Thank you to Eric C. Chaffee for comments on the piece.
³The defense sought to call a particularly interesting character witness to the stand—a sitting federal judge who was close friends with the accused. The court rejected that witness. See United States v. Porat, No. 21-170, 2021 WL 5631746, at *1 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 30, 2021).
⁴Ukenye & Danz, supra note 1.
⁶Id.
The prosecution’s witnesses painted a different view.\(^6\) The Dean “managed through fear and intimidation,” making staff members “tremble” and leaving them “downright scared.”\(^7\) The Dean directed staff members to take questionable positions in reporting data requested in external rankings by ordering staff members to submit inaccurate information about the program.\(^8\) In one case, when a staff member wrote to the Dean to express discomfort with a proposed rankings input submission, the Dean called the staff member in and told her not to send him emails “like this.”\(^9\) The Dean felt pressure to improve and maintain rankings, as the University’s internal investigation concluded, and this contributed to the reporting of inaccurate information.\(^10\) The professional school viewed rankings as a “key priority” and embraced a “concerted, rankings-focused strategy.”\(^11\) Faculty had been alarmed even before the fraud was revealed that the school had “fostered the culture of pursuing higher rankings at all costs.”\(^12\)

The jury found the less flattering view of the Dean more persuasive. He was found guilty of wire fraud and conspiracy to commit wire fraud for his role in “a scheme that falsely boosted the school’s position on the much-

\(^6\) As in many cases of failed leadership, it is likely that the truth was somewhere in between. A good person may rise into a leadership position and then fall victim to the “Bathsheba Syndrome” as a byproduct of the success that brought them into a leadership position in the first place. Dean C. Ludwig & Clinton O. Longenecker, The Bathsheba Syndrome: The Ethical Failure of Successful Leaders, 12 J. Bus. Ethics 265, 265 (1993).


\(^9\) Bleizeffer, supra note 7.


\(^11\) Id. at 3.

\(^12\) Bleizeffer, supra note 1.
revered lists published in U.S. News and World Report.” The Dean faces up to twenty-five years in prison.\[^{14}\]

While the case described in the preceding paragraphs arose in the context of a business school (Temple), the pressures on law school deans—feeding obsession with rankings—constitute one component of the classic “fraud triangle.”\[^{15}\] This concept explains fraud in organizational settings using a tripartite approach\[^{16}\]—managers are under pressure\[^{17}\] to achieve results, have the opportunity\[^{18}\] to engage in fraud due to inadequate monitoring, and then engage in rationalization\[^{19}\] to justify choices they should know are wrong.

That fraud arises when executives are pressured to achieve performance goals is understandable does not make it any less tragic for affected organizations. When all is said and done, the costs of fraud will typically far outweigh the deceptively obtained advantage the responsible parties sought. Temple has paid out seventeen million dollars in settlements related to the rankings scandal,\[^{20}\] including claims by graduates for fraud and breach of

---


\[^{16}\]See id. at 11.

\[^{17}\]Given the focus of alumni, faculty, and potential students, law school administrators may find themselves under pressure to increase and maintain rankings. *See infra* notes 170–181 and accompanying text.

\[^{18}\]Law school administrators have the opportunity to engage in deceptive reporting due to the decentralization of management in higher education and the lack of validation of submitted data by rankings organizations such as *U.S. News*. *See infra* notes 200193–202194.

\[^{19}\]Law school administrators may rationalize deception to external rankings under the idea that “everyone is doing it”—that “gaming” the rankings is just “part of the game.” *See* Michele Anglade, *Value, Rankings, and Reform*, 33 REV. LITIG. 905, 915 (2014) (“‘Gaming’ the system has become an accepted norm.”). Others may rationalize deceptive reporting based on the belief that the rankings are themselves so deeply flawed that accurate reporting is not ethically required. *See infra* notes 174–183 and accompanying text. *See also* BRIAN Z. TAMANAHA, *FAILING LAW SCHOOLS* 72 (2012) (“They rationalized that since most law schools were doing it, it wasn’t wrong, and any school that did not boost numbers would suffer next to competitor schools that engaged in the practice.”).

contract. These payouts are only a part of the expense associated with the fraudulent reporting scandal. The true costs include: (1) the costs of an internal investigation to determine what happened; (2) the additional cost of compliance regimes put in place to stop it from happening again; (3) the severance payments and “golden parachute[s]” for administrators swept up in or brought down by the scandal; and (4) lost donations following diminished alumni enthusiasm for a school now shown to have engaged in a cynical and short-sighted ploy (or at least to have made a bad hire or hires that pursued that path).

Law schools, to date, have avoided the obligation to make large-scale settlements for fraud-related lawsuits, though they certainly faced their share of lawsuits from aggrieved graduates. Law school enrollment is well known to be counter-cyclical; when the economy is bad, law enrollment booms and law schools enjoy a glut of resources, hire energetic new faculty, and ride high on a wave of enthusiasm—bright people want to learn from us! Inevitably, though, when business conditions improve and college graduates...

21 Anne Buchar, Temple University Class Action Says School Inflates Online MBA Rankings, TOP CLASS ACTIONS (Feb. 14, 2018), https://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/lawsuit-news/temple-university-class-action-says-school-inflates-online-mba-rankings/ (“On Jan. 9, 2019, a $5.5 million settlement was proposed to settle claims that Temple University overstated its business school rating to entice students.”); see also Complaint at 6, Smith v. Temple Univ., No. 2:18-cv-00590 (E.D. Pa. Feb. 12, 2018). The case settled after the defense filed a motion to dismiss but before the court ruled on that motion. Id.


23 In the aftermath of the scandal, Temple indicated it would hire an external auditor for at least three years to review all business school “rankings submissions and spot-check those of other Temple schools and colleges.” The University planned to adopt new processes and “hire new employees” to help ensure the validity of future data submissions. Snyder & Arvedlund, supra note 22; see also TEMPLE NOW, supra note 22 (describing compliance measures put in place following rankings scandal and settlement of class action lawsuit).

24 TAMANAHA, supra note 19, at 6.

25 See Snyder & Arvedlund, supra note 22; see also TEMPLE NOW, supra note 22.

26 See infra Part I.

find other things to do with their time, law schools suffer from declines in enrollment and must reap the fruits of excess they sowed so recently. With the end of counter-cyclical boom years, come the years of cynicism and self-loathing.

The downturn following the “Great Recession” of 2008–2009 led many law schools to experience their best years ever, from an enrollment standpoint. But good times would not last. The correction that followed in law school enrollment nationally—perhaps, one might say, the overcorrection—produced the predictable “legal education is broken” refrain. But with the advent of social media, non-traditional publishing, and the possibility of both anonymity and self-aggrandizing fame the internet provides, the downturn in spirits across legal education was particularly severe and widespread in the middle part of the last decade. Internal critics, such as students, faculty, and administrators, joined external critics, such as the bench and bar.

The combination of pressure faced by deans to achieve rankings improvements and this insider and outsider criticism of law schools—some justified and some hysterical—laid the groundwork for a series of lawsuits against law schools accusing the schools of having engaged in outright fraud and deception to potential students. The thrust of most of these suits involved inflated or misleading employment statistics reported to the authors of external rankings and published by law schools.

---

28 Gold, supra note 27 (“College graduates faced a poor job market and simply had nowhere to go. Many sought three years of refuge in law school, hoping that the recession would pass in the interim.”).

29 See TAMANAHA, supra note 19, at 65.


31 TAMANAHA, supra note 19, at 77 (“An uproar erupted when a law professor joined the scamblog movement with an anonymous blog . . . .”).

32 Id. (“Throughout this period, a relentless stream of invective was directed at law schools by a ‘scamblog’ movement, two dozen active blogs by recent law graduates who dedicate themselves to exposing ‘the law school scam.’”).

33 Alfred S. Konefsky & Barry Sullivan, In This, the Winter of Our Discontent: Legal Practice, Legal Education, and the Culture of Distrust, 62 BUFF. L. REV. 659, 661 (2014) (“A steady drumbeat in the popular press, major newspapers, the blogosphere, and scholarly interventions seems to signal that the end days are upon us.”).


35 Brian Tamanaha explains that the “doctoring” of “employment figures” used “a variety of fudges to jimmy them up.” TAMANAHA, supra note 19, at 71. These included reporting “jobs of any
Mostly, the lawsuits suffered a quick demise through the rejection of a request for class certification, dismissal of the lawsuits on the pleadings before discovery, and other such results. Only one went to trial, and judicial opinions have provided relatively limited guidance on the merits of the cases beyond that required to find a lack of sufficiency to proceed.

At base, one of the failings of these suits was their attempt to repackage the failed tort theory of educational malpractice using the language of fraud and consumer protection. Educational malpractice—the claim that a school should be liable because a student was not well taught—has largely been rejected as a tort theory due to difficult issues in regard to defining duty.

kind—not just lawyer jobs.” Id. Jobs such as “grocery clerk” could be categorized as “‘employed’ in ‘business and industry.’” Id. Schools also “left out any graduates who were ‘not seeking employment’ or were pursuing further education,” and “made less of an effort to get answers from graduates they suspected were unemployed.” Id. at 71–72. Law schools also “offered unemployed graduates temporary jobs—as research assistants or intens at ten dollars an hour—which expired after the period covered by the survey, thus counting them as ‘employed’ when it mattered.” Id. at 72.


The one case which went to trial resulted in a jury verdict for the defendant. See Olson, supra note 36.


See Aaron N. Taylor, Ending the Higher Education Sucker Sale: Toward an Expanded Theory of Tort Liability for Recruitment Deception, 2015 UTAH L. REV. 425, 426–27 (2015) (explaining that educational malpractice claims “tend to fail because courts have found it ‘extremely difficult, if not nearly impossible,’ to determine educational duty” and because “[c]ourts have . . . fashioned a host of ‘policy’ justifications for dismissing educational malpractice claims.”).
and the standard of care, proximate cause and damages, and contributory fault. The mid-2010s law school litigation used common law and statutory misrepresentation claims as a way of asserting that particular law schools—often lower ranked and more expensive ones—failed to perform their educational mission. But at base these were claims that the school failed to provide education at a quality level, rather than suits about deception.

The suits focused less on the transactional element of the choice to attend law school and the price paid—but instead on the poor results particular plaintiffs (or a supposed class of similarly situated law school graduates) experienced after earning their degrees. Because of that, we learned relatively little about the necessary elements of fraud cases against law schools and other institutions of higher education.

While there have been lawsuits involving deception against for-profit and trade schools, the law school litigation stands out since the defendant schools were all accredited, most well established, and, in a few cases, component colleges of larger universities.

Among higher education institutions, law schools were by no means unique in their efforts to manipulate external rankings—just more aggressive and, perhaps, early adopters of misleading strategies aimed at propping up their rankings in the collective temple dedicated to the single, all-powerful deity of U.S. News and World Report. Law schools are distinctive in that

---

41 See id. at 110–11.
43 See Tokic, supra note 40, at 110.
44 One defendant school, Arizona Summit (formerly the Phoenix School of Law), which was sued pro se, was provisionally accredited at the time it recruited the plaintiff. Lorona v. Ariz. Summit L. Sch., LLC, 188 F. Supp. 3d 927, 930 (D. Ariz. 2016); Tim Eigo, ABA Gives Nod to Phoenix Law School, ARIZ. ATT’Y, July/Aug. 2007, at 8 (acknowledging that provisional accreditation was granted in 2007); Abigail Cahak, Note, Beyond Brick-and-Mortar: How (Cautiously) Embracing Internet Law Schools Can Help Bridge the Legal Access Gap, 2012 U. ILL. J.L. TECH. & POL’Y 495, 524 n.227 (2012) (demonstrating that full accreditation was not granted until 2010).
45 I have previously suggested, a bit in jest, that we use the term “Morse/U.S.News.com” rankings” to emphasize that “these rankings are pretty much just the work of one dude” and avoid “misleadingly evok[ing] memories of a time when there was a magazine that went by that name.” Geoffrey Rapp, The Name Game, Law Schools, and Rankings, PRAWFSBLAWG (Nov. 14, 2012, 3:31 PM), https://prawfsblawg.blogs.com/prawfsblawg/2012/11/the-name-game-law-schools-and-rankings.html. Brian Tamanaha describes the rankings as “the surviving rump of a defunct
“in this field, one ranking entity has a monopoly on public perception, and all accredited law schools are ranked together according to the same metrics.”

In other fields, such as business schools, there are “multiple ranking systems,” which means that “the impact of small changes in a school’s position on any one measure becomes less significant.” And, with multiple ranking systems, business schools can “adopt different strategies to enhance their reputations,” which leads to “innovation, differentiation, and experimentation.” Still, as this paper’s opening example illustrates, pressure to engage in deceptive practices can arise even where there are multiple external ranking systems in place.

This paper takes up a question not tested in depth in the litigation against law schools, but which could have become an issue had these cases had more merit—and may become an issue in regard to law schools or other ranked entities in the future. Does a plaintiff who has identified an actual misstatement by a higher education institution have to establish individual reliance in order to bring a claim? If so, that would effectively doom class action lawsuits based on fraud against educational providers.

Or, might the courts choose, as they once did to make private securities class actions a component of the public-private enforcement of the federal securities laws, to embrace a presumption of reliance for plaintiffs who relied not on individual deceptive disclosures but instead on the “integrity” of external rankings?

That is, should courts recognize a “fraud on the rankings” theory of reliance to support class action litigation against deceptive educational providers?

While scholars paid some attention to the law school litigation between 2011 and 2015, there has been relatively little analysis of the suits after their final resolution became clear. Perhaps scholars wanted to move on from the “crisis” in legal education (particularly as enrollment at most schools began...
to rocket up again in 2016–2021. Or perhaps scholars wanted to avoid having their own home law schools come to the attention of plaintiffs’ counsel who were “investigating” other potential defendants. That the lawsuits were unsuccessful doesn’t mean that they have nothing to teach us—about tort law, deception, rankings, and the responsibilities of those in higher education to those whose debt-financed tuition payments keep them in business.

I. THE LAW SCHOOL LITIGATION

The 2012–2016 law school litigation targeted behavior of schools in connection with employment outcomes for graduates. “A tiny number [of law schools] misrepresented their employment numbers in order to boost rankings and appear more desirable to applicants.” A much larger share of law schools—perhaps even a majority—“technically played within the rules but engaged in various controversial strategies,” such as creating low-wage positions for graduates in order to improve employment outcomes.

Graduates of some twelve law schools filed suit against their law schools, in most cases seeking class-action status and tens of millions of

---


51See Law School Litigation, LAW OFFICES OF DAVID ANZISKA, http://anziskalaw.com/Law_School_Litigation.html (identifying twenty additional law schools not yet subject to litigation and asking graduates to complete an online form).

52Gold, supra note 27, at 503.

53Id. at 504.

54See infra Figure One. According to various reports, defendant law schools included California Western School of Law. 12 Law Schools Sued by Graduates over Misleading Employment Data, 19 No. 2 WESTLAW J. CLASS ACTION 3 (2012). Research via Westlaw and Pacer was unable to identify any documents associated with this case. At one point, Southwestern said, “the law school had not been served with the lawsuit,” id. at *2, though media reports suggested the case had been filed. Grads Sue Southwestern Law School over Employment Rate Claims, CBS NEWS L.A. (Oct. 16, 2013, 3:07 PM), https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2013/10/16/grads-sue-southwestern-law-school-over-employment-rate-claims/. The docket for the case appears to indicate the defendant’s motion for a demurrer was granted.
dollars in damages.55 Most of the targeted law schools were “private, expensive, and poorly ranked.”56 Complaints in “most of the fifteen cases alleged that the law schools in question had reported misleading employment statistics—e.g., by not disclosing ‘the number of graduates who found full-time, permanent jobs for which bar passage was required.’”57

The plaintiffs’ stories in these cases were compelling, and in some cases tragic. One plaintiff said she and her spouse were “crippled by [her law school] loans.”58 Another, who attended law school while serving as a caregiver for her disabled children,59 was unable to obtain interviews even for positions that did not require admission to the bar, such as a bailiff, clerk, or paralegal.60 Another passed the bar exam but was unable to find a law job, working instead at Pizza Hut, while trying to pay over $190,000 in student loans.61 Another found work only as a substitute teacher, in spite of having $120,000 in student loan debt.62 Another passed the bar but, unable to find legal work, voluntarily took inactive status and found work managing the delivery of telephone books.63 The cases alleged a variety of state-law claims, including under consumer protection and unfair trade practices laws.64 They also made common law claims for fraud.65

56 Id. at 797.
62 Id. at *4.
64 See, e.g., id. at 659–60.
Many of these claims would require the plaintiffs to establish the basic elements of misrepresentation. In its common law form, the tort of misrepresentation has two manifestations—fraud (false statements) and deceit (omission in the face of a duty to speak, including a duty to correct misleading impressions created by incomplete information).  

Section 9 of the *Restatement (Third) of Torts: Liability for Economic Harm* provides that “[o]ne who fraudulently makes a material misrepresentation of fact, opinion, intention, or law, for the purpose of inducing another to act or refrain from acting, is subject to liability for economic loss caused by the other’s justifiable reliance on the misrepresentation.” While the elements of fraud can be divided in a variety of ways, ranging from three to eleven elements across jurisdictions, it is most helpful to consider the tort as comprising six required components.

First, plaintiffs would have to establish a false statement or omission. This will typically involve “misrepresentations of fact.” It could also involve a “failure to disclose material information” in cases including one where a defendant has made a prior statement “and knows that it will likely mislead” or when a defendant “knows that the other party to a transaction is mistaken about a basic assumption.”

Many of the law school fraud cases failed because the plaintiffs failed to establish the defendant made an objectively false statement or representation. Even where courts found that law school data was
“unquestionably less than candid and incomplete,” it was not false because the law schools made, for instance, no representations that their job data included only legal jobs, or because law schools did disclose that data reported was based on a small sample of self-reported career outcomes. Nothing was “literally . . . false.” The complaints attacked the employment data as “grossly inflated” but contained “no specific factual allegations supporting the conclusion that the ‘employment’ rate published . . . is false within the literal meaning of such term (see Black’s Law Dictionary [9th ed. 2009] ‘employment’ is ‘work for which one has been hired and is being paid’).” A person employing “basic deductive reasoning” would understand the nature of the statistics presented and not be misled. Courts here seemed to endorse the view that the statements made by defendant law schools had “‘truthiness’ in the technical sense that lawyers are infamous for”; the statements were not literally false even if they were clearly not “honest.”

In what might be the only ultimately “successful” case, a plaintiff was able to survive (in part) a motion to dismiss fraud claims. The plaintiff pointed to the school’s marketing documents, which reported average undergraduate GPAs and LSATs, but had omitted students admitted through an alternative pathway from those calculations. That case was filed by a plaintiff pro se, was not a class action, and now appears to have settled. In that case, the court found that the plaintiff had pled “reasonably specific and sufficiently plausible” fraud allegations relating to published student credentials.

Second, plaintiffs would have to establish materiality—that the statement would matter to a reasonable person in the plaintiff’s position “in
deciding whether to enter into the relevant transaction.” Materiality can become “important when one party to a negotiation makes false statements to the other about a matter collateral to the immediate subject of the bargain,” and also “excludes liability for statements amounting to ‘puffery’—that is, a seller’s broad and predictably exaggerated statements about the quality of an item, as distinct from particular claims of fact.” Puffery, simply put, “is sales talk that the buyer should discount when making a transaction because no reasonable person under the circumstances would rely on the statement when contemplating a purchase.”

Arguably, the law school defendants followed applicable ABA guidelines in generating their employment statistics and they published those statistics “merely . . . to pique the interest of prospective students to get them to look at” the law school “more closely,” making the statistics “analogous to a salesman puffing a good to get a purchaser to look at the good more closely.” If convincing to a court, this view would favor a finding that any allegedly false statements by law schools were not “material” and amounted to little more than sales talk.

But the courts that discussed the issue tended to side with the plaintiffs. Courts found that “representations regarding employment statistics would be material misrepresentations to applicants for law school.” Even for applicants who were only accepted to a single law school, information about employment was material because the students “still had a choice in accepting and attending” a defendant school. The fact that a law school applicant would consider other information in making a choice does not lead to a different conclusion, as “plaintiffs do not need to show that the misrepresentation was the sole or predominant or decisive factor.”

Third, the fraud plaintiff must establish scienter—that the maker of a false statement “knows or believes that it is false,” “knowingly states or implies a false level of confidence,” or “knowingly states or implies a basis for the

---

82 Id.
83 Id.
86 See id. at 580–81.
88 Id.
89 Id.
representation that does not exist." \(^{90}\) The defendant “must be shown to have had a culpable state of mind,” requiring “a conscious discrepancy between some feature of a defendant’s representation and the truth.” \(^{91}\) Recklessness—if it takes the form of “conscious disregard of a risk that a statement is false” \(^{92}\) can suffice to establish the needed showing on scienter. Scienter can be difficult to prove—“[m]ere evidence of a false . . . statement, without more, generally is not enough.” \(^{93}\) To be “[s]uccessful,” a plaintiff “typically” would need to be able to produce “evidence that the defendant knew the truth and made a statement inconsistent with it.” \(^{94}\) Given the lack of findings for the plaintiffs in most cases on false statements, not much of the published decisional law in the law school litigation addresses the issue of scienter.

Fourth, the plaintiffs would have to establish that the defendant had an intent to deceive. A plaintiff must show that the defendant made a statement or omission “for the purpose of influencing the plaintiff or a class of parties in which the plaintiff was included.” \(^{95}\)

In most states, to survive summary judgment motions, a “plaintiff must present clear and convincing evidence that the defendant had culpable intent.” \(^{96}\) In many law school fraud suits, there would be “no ‘smoking gun’ or direct statements made by law schools that strongly demonstrate that they possessed the intent to deceive.” \(^{97}\)

None of the law school lawsuits were resolved against the plaintiffs on this issue. Courts found that the complaints “make[d] out a plausible claim that the defendant’s agents had culpable intent.” \(^{98}\) Based on the information contained in the pleadings, “[i]t is plausible that . . . administrators” at defendant law schools “reported the employment data as they did with intent to create a false impression of the employment prospects of its graduates and with a purpose of influencing people like the plaintiffs to enroll at the school.” \(^{99}\)

---

\(^{90}\) Restatement (Third) of Torts: Liab. for Econ. Harm § 10 (Am. L. Inst. 2020).

\(^{91}\) Id. § 10 cmt. a.

\(^{92}\) Id. § 10 cmt. c.

\(^{93}\) Id. § 10 cmt. d.

\(^{94}\) Id.

\(^{95}\) Id. § 12 cmt. b.


\(^{98}\) Gergen, supra note 49, at 580.

\(^{99}\) Id.
Fifth, plaintiffs would have to establish reasonable reliance. This would require a showing that is both subjective—that the plaintiff actually did rely on the misstatement or omission—and objective—that the reliance was reasonable.\textsuperscript{100}

Reliance performs the role of “‘but for’ cause of the harm that the plaintiff suffered.”\textsuperscript{101} A plaintiff need not show that the defendant’s misstatement or omission was the only cause of their harm—a plaintiff who “was subject to multiple influences” can recover so long as the defendant’s fraud was a “sufficient” influence to cause the “resulting loss.”\textsuperscript{102} Reliance “means trust or confidence.”\textsuperscript{103} Reliance means “the aggrieved party took or did not take some action out of trust or confidence in a person or a state of affairs.”\textsuperscript{104}

As discussed further in a later subsection,\textsuperscript{105} reliance “may be indirect; in other words, the plaintiff may in some cases rely on a statement received second-hand.”\textsuperscript{106} A “plaintiff need not have dealt directly with [a] defendant” in cases where a “defendant had reason to expect” a plaintiff would receive the statement, or that a defendant was aware of “a class of potential victims.”\textsuperscript{107} Indirect or derivative reliance could be a proper basis for a misrepresentation claim by a plaintiff, even if the plaintiff was not specifically identified by the defendant as someone likely to receive the communication.\textsuperscript{108}

In a class action lawsuit against a law school, a class representative would need to “establish that the class as a whole shared the same reliance.”\textsuperscript{109} This would present a significant “litigation hurdle” because reliance “is individualized and would need to be examined on a case-by-case basis.”\textsuperscript{110}

In some cases, the law school litigation plaintiffs convinced the courts that they had in fact pled subjective reliance, identifying the specific

\textsuperscript{100} Achuko, \textit{supra} note 97, at 538.
\textsuperscript{101} \textit{Restatement (Third) of Torts: Liab. for Econ. Harm} § 11 cmt. a (Am. L. Inst. 2020).
\textsuperscript{102} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{104} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{105} See infra Part III.
\textsuperscript{106} \textit{Restatement (Third) of Torts: Liab. for Econ. Harm} § 11 cmt. b (Am. L. Inst. 2020).
\textsuperscript{107} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{108} See infra Part III.
\textsuperscript{109} Munster, \textit{supra} note 57, at 307.
\textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id}.
representations on which the plaintiffs relied. A court rejected the defendant’s argument in one case that the class was not “ascertainable” because it sought to encompass “individuals who were never exposed to the allegedly offending marketing materials.” The court found that an argument that “the proposed class includes individuals who were not exposed to” the law school’s “alleged misrepresentation[] . . . is irrelevant for ascertainability.” In another case, however, class certification was denied due to a failure to demonstrate “common answers” as to whether the plaintiff class members “read and reasonably relied on the employment statistics at issue.”

To prevail, a plaintiff’s reliance must be more than actual; it must also be reasonable. Reliance on false statements or deceptive omissions would not be reasonable if “common sense and outside resources” would paint for the plaintiff an accurate picture. Some commenters predicted that the law school litigation plaintiffs would be successful in pleading and proving reliance. But, the plaintiffs in some of the law school cases failed because they pointed to a single allegedly misleading set of data points, where courts found that a reasonable consumer deciding to attend law school would have consulted other sources containing more detailed information. As a result, it would not be reasonable for a plaintiff to rely on a single source of data as the “predicate” to draw “conclu[sions]” about likely outcomes from enrolling in a law school.

113 Id. at *5.
115 Achuko, supra note 97, at 538.
116 Id. at 540.
117 See Joel F. Murray, Professional Dishonesty: Do U.S. Law Schools that Report False or Misleading Employment Statistics Violate Consumer Protection Laws?, 15 J. CONSUMER & COM. L. 97, 98 (2012) (“Prospective law students reasonably rely upon a law school’s employment statistics to choose whether to attend a law school, and consequently, the reporting of false or misleading employment statistics materially affects law students.”).
“inconsistent, confusing, and inherently untrustworthy” fashion would prompt a reasonable prospective law student, approaching “their decision to enter into law school with extreme caution given the size of the investment,” to ask questions about the statistics.\(^{120}\) Reliance on statistics “[w]ith red flags waiving and cautionary bells ringing,” would not be reasonable.\(^{121}\) Consequently, the plaintiffs’ claims failed.\(^{122}\)

Mark Gergen argues that this result flows from the shift in American tort law from a requirement only of “justifiable reliance” to “reasonable reliance”:

\[
\text{[A] motion to dismiss would not have been granted under the old rule that treated a fraudster as liable though his victim’s reliance was unreasonable, or even reckless, if “the maker of the representation knows or has reason to know that its recipient regards or is likely to regard the matter as important in determining his choice of action, although a reasonable man would not so regard it.”}^{123}\]

A plaintiff would not be doomed because of his or her “gullibility.”\(^{124}\) While “plaintiffs may well have lost eventually under the old rule, they would have been given an opportunity for discovery to find evidence of culpable intent.”\(^{125}\)

In some cases, claims brought under state consumer protection laws did not face the obstacle associated with reliance because those laws “do not call for it.”\(^{126}\) But the state consumer protection claims generally faced other obstacles in meeting the requirements of the governing statutes.\(^{127}\)

\(^{121}\) Id. at 797.
\(^{122}\) Id.
\(^{123}\) Id. at 797.
\(^{124}\) Id. at 579–80 (quoting Restatement (Second) of Torts § 538(b) (Am. L. Inst. 1977)).
\(^{125}\) Id. at 580.
\(^{126}\) Id. at 577.
\(^{127}\) Austin, 957 N.Y.S.2d at 842.
Sixth, plaintiffs would have to establish causation of economic damages. Several of the law school fraud suits were dismissed due to a failure to show or adequately plead damages.\textsuperscript{128} Courts found that plaintiffs “received . . . exactly what they paid for . . . they completed their legal education and obtained their J.D. degrees.”\textsuperscript{129} Plaintiffs who claimed their damages were the difference between the “inflated” tuition paid based on false reporting and what the actual value of the degree would be were found by judges to have failed to establish a “reliable mechanism for calculating the ‘true’ value of their law degrees.”\textsuperscript{130} Even if the plaintiffs could prevail on other elements of fraud, their claims for damages would encounter “insuperable difficulties” since any particular plaintiff’s employment outcomes are subject to a variety of factors—such as the economy—over which a law school has little control.\textsuperscript{131} Class certification was denied where plaintiffs sought to use something akin to a “fraud-on-the-market” theory to establish class-wide damages.\textsuperscript{132}

The issue of damages was Temple’s primary defense against the lawsuit filed by MBA graduate plaintiffs following the scandal described in this Article’s introduction. The defense argued that the plaintiffs’ claim for damages—based on inflated \textit{U.S. News} rankings—was “purely

\textsuperscript{128} Grothoff, \textit{supra} note 126, at 1304; \textit{Gomez-Jimenez}, 943 N.Y.S.2d at 849 (finding plaintiffs’ claims called for “naked speculation”).


\textsuperscript{132} Harnish v. Widener Univ. Sch. of L., 833 F.3d 298, 303 (3d Cir. 2016). As the appellate court discussed, the plaintiffs in \textit{Harnish} did not need to establish reliance since their claims sounded under state consumer protection laws that did not require a showing of reliance. Instead, their expert purported to argue that there is an “efficient market for law school tuition,” such that misleading employment statistics would have a common impact on all class members so as to allow class certification. \textit{Id.} at 311. Courts have rejected the use of efficient markets to prove “ascertainable loss” in contexts outside of securities litigation. \textit{Id.} And the place of “fraud on the market” in establishing loss has, of course, been called into question by the Supreme Court in the securities litigation context as well.

Following the denial of class certification, class counsel withdrew from the case and the class representative plaintiffs declined to proceed further. According to the docket, one plaintiff may have settled, though class counsel’s withdrawal motion indicated that settlement conversations with the defendant had not led to progress. \textit{See} Civil Docket, Harnish v. Widener Univ. Sch. of L., 833 F.3d 298 (3d Cir. 2016) (Docket: No. 2:12-cv-00608).
The plaintiffs argued that they would have “reduced opportunities in the workplace,” which the defense described as “speculative and conjectural on its face.” That case settled prior to the court ruling on the defense motion to dismiss.

Other law school fraud cases did find the plaintiffs had adequately pled damages. In one case, the plaintiff claimed she had gone to law school “to get a paying job with training in law practice” but after graduation was “unemployable, not even as a paralegal.” While the defendant asserted that the plaintiff “got what she paid for,” having received a law degree (and passed the bar exam), the court opined that she “received something less valuable than she paid for, much like a used car buyer who later discovers that the seller rolled back the odometer by 20,000 miles.” Proving damages didn’t require a showing that she was worse off, but instead that there was a difference between “the advertised product and the actual product.” The court recognized that “the fact and the amount of damage will be hard to prove and measure,” but that “[d]ifficulty in calculating damages does not amount to failure to plead damages.” Similarly, although eventually denying class certification, another case denied a summary judgment motion in which the defendant argued that “the damages claim is inherently speculative.” That court denied the motion to allow for fact-finding on the “hypothetical difference between the value of their . . . education—including the job opportunities it brings—and what they reasonably expected . . . when they enrolled.”

In sum, to most of the courts considering the cases filed in the law school litigation, the plaintiffs failed to meet the necessary burden to proceed to discovery and/or trial. The suits were unsuccessful because “the proof
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required . . . was simply not present.”143 Fraud claims were bound to fail because of missing proof of the reasonableness of the plaintiff’s reliance on the defendant’s representations.144

II. LAW SCHOOL RANKINGS

The *U.S. News* rankings of graduate programs (including law schools) was first published in 1987.145 The initial rankings identified the top twenty law schools using a survey.146 In 1991, the rankings first began to take on their modern form, with the addition of variables measuring post-graduate success and an expanded list of twenty-five ranked schools.147 At first, the rankings included “four measures of placement success”—at-graduation employment, employment at three months, a ratio of the “number of . . . graduates to the number of employers recruiting on campus,” and average starting salary.148 In 1992, the rankings expanded to list schools outside of the top twenty-five, divided into quartiles.149 Over the years that followed, additional inputs were added to the rankings, such as bar passage in 1997,150 and other measures were adjusted.

The *U.S. News* rankings “came to dominate the thinking of law school applicants, law firms, law professors, and any law school dean that wanted to keep th[eir] job” beginning in the 1990s.151 Rankings took on extreme
importance at many if not most schools, as “[s]uccess or failure” became equated with “the slightest change in the rankings.”¹⁵² Deans get raises when rankings rise, and the same deans may be “pushed out” when their law schools “slip[] in the rankings.”¹⁵³ The rankings “have law schools by the throat.”¹⁵⁴

Rankings influence applicants’ decisions: “[T]here is substantial evidence that each year’s rankings influence the preferences of law school applicants.”¹⁵⁵ Students may “choose to attend law school for various reasons,” including perceived salaries, pop culture influence, desire to engage in public service, or “simply because they do not know what else to do.”¹⁵⁶

But rankings influence the choice of which school a particular student may attend. People “seeking to become lawyers utilize . . . rankings in assessing the caliber of law schools.”¹⁵⁷ As one set of authors put it in speculating that law school deans and others might be subject to criminal prosecution for fraud, “No one disputes that for many years the U.S. News rankings have influenced many students’ decisions about which schools to attend and convinced them to pay dearly for the privilege.”¹⁵⁸ Other authors have stated the case with even more force: “[R]ankings are the most influential factor used by prospective law students to decide which law school to attend.”¹⁵⁹ A “small difference[]” in rankings can affect “the perceptions of entering students.”¹⁶⁰ Or as another author put it, “[m]any prospective students believe that their future success in life depends on going to the highest-ranked law school to which they are admitted.”¹⁶¹ To a

¹⁵² Konefsky & Sullivan, supra note 33, at 685.
¹⁵³ Christopher D. Iacono, Legally Unhappy: How US News and Law Schools Have Failed and How This can be Fixed, 37 Touro L. Rev. 219, 222 (2021).
¹⁵⁴ TAMANAH, supra note 19, at 78.
¹⁵⁵ Morriss & Henderson, supra note 146, at 805.
¹⁵⁷ Munster, supra note 57, at 298.
¹⁵⁸ Morgan Cloud & George Shepherd, Law Deans in Jail, 77 Mo. L. Rev. 931, 934 (2012).
¹⁵⁹ Achuko, supra note 97, at 523 (citing a Kaplan study observing that thirty-two percent of prospective law students indicated that ranking was the most critical factor in their law school decision).
¹⁶⁰ Morriss & Henderson, supra note 146, at 801.
“disturbing extent,” students “depend on U.S. News to tell them where to matriculate.”\(^{162}\)

Kyle McEntee and Patrick Lynch ask the rhetorical question, “[s]hould prospective[] [law students] seek the [U.S. News] rank of each [law] school they consider?,” noting that law school deans will often argue that applicants should not seek such information.\(^{163}\) “But in reality students do ask this question, in part because these rankings are pervasive.”\(^{164}\) Brian Tamanaha asserts that “students rely heavily on the US News rankings in their decision\(^{165}\) about which law school to attend.

Rankings can serve as a proxy for employment outcomes given patchwork reporting even under the much-improved employment data protocols established by the ABA. A prospective law student may look to the “composite rankings”\(^{166}\) of U.S. News, which do provide some limited indication of the performance of schools in different bands of rankings. But, McEntee and Lynch argue that the rankings are not a “reliable proxy” for outcomes other than in the case of a few schools.\(^{167}\) U.S. News rankings “only distract sound decision-making,”\(^{168}\) but unfortunately, prospective law students “do use the rankings in this way.”\(^{169}\) For prospective students, the “rankings” are used “to determine which law schools are most favored by future legal employers.”\(^{170}\)

With the intense pressure to achieve and maintain rankings,\(^{171}\) some law schools began to engage in “levels of deceit that would make most boiler room operators blush.”\(^{172}\) Rankings-related “pressures placed on deans are
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\(^{162}\) Id. at 390.


\(^{164}\) Id.

\(^{165}\) TAMANAHA, supra note 19, at 83–84.

\(^{166}\) McEntee & Lynch, supra note 163, at 39.

\(^{167}\) Id.

\(^{168}\) Id.

\(^{169}\) Id.

\(^{170}\) James E. Moliterno, And Now a Crisis in Legal Education, 44 SETON HALL L. REV. 1069, 1079 (2014).

\(^{171}\) ESPELAND & SAUER, supra note 46, at 132 (“As a rule, deans of law schools are extraordinarily accomplished and ambitious people, people who haven’t failed much, people who believe that talent and hard work will carry the day. But rankings offer an alternative view: one of constraints, impotence, and even shame.”).

\(^{172}\) Konefsky & Sullivan, supra note 33, at 685.
intense.” According to critics of legal education, to “improve their position in the US News rankings, many American law schools have played ‘fast and loose’ with figures relating to graduate employment and salaries; others have outright lied.” Examples have included submitting inflated LSAT scores, admitting students without required LSATs, law schools hiring their own graduates to inflate employment statistics, including paid employment of a non-legal nature in reporting job outcomes, “report[ing] salary statistics based on unrepresentative samples,” and manipulating expenditures by reporting the “market value” of services for which a law school paid a discounted rate. Individual cases of misreporting of admissions or employment data “do[] not appear unique.”

Some schools have “simply falsified data,” but more common are “schemes designed to ‘game’ the U.S. News methodology by submitting information that arguably was ‘true,’ but was so partial or incomplete that it created a deceptive picture of the institution, its students, and their job prospects after graduation.” “Gaming” has “become . . . systemic within U.S. law schools.”

Each year, “law schools report a variety of statistical data to U.S. News, such as employment and acceptance rates.” U.S. News then uses “a special formula to determine rankings.” This formula combines different data points provided by schools, weighted according to the U.S. News formula, in ways that “may not measure educational quality.”
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various factors according to a defensible but certainly arbitrary basis.\textsuperscript{187} has been a longstanding criticism of the rankings.\textsuperscript{188}

Over the years, the rankings have undergone “extensive changes.”\textsuperscript{189} At times, \textit{U.S. News} has appeared responsive to suggestions and reasonable criticism. For instance, \textit{U.S. News} made the decision to expand the list of ranked schools from 100 to 150, which I called for in 2010,\textsuperscript{190} after noting that the rankings had accidentally presented the “third tier” and “fourth tier” in ranked order in 2008.\textsuperscript{191} \textit{U.S. News} also adopted a separate ranking for part-time programs after making the decision to include part-time law students in the calculation of entering credentials, which some warned would decimate evening programs at American law schools.\textsuperscript{192} Other calls for change have gone unheeded—such as pleas to close the “transfer loophole”\textsuperscript{193} or to shift the wording associated with the five-point scale used to measure academic reputation\textsuperscript{194} or adopt a forced-distribution approach that limited the ability of voters to downgrade schools for competitive/gaming reasons.\textsuperscript{195}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{187}Kenneth Lasson, \textit{Compelling Orthodoxy: Myth and Mystique in the Marketing of Legal Education}, 10 U.N.H. L. Rev. 273, 276 (2012) (“The \textit{U.S. News} rankings have also been compared with those of \textit{Car and Driver}, in that both can distort data when certain variants are either not taken into account or have too much weight placed upon them.”), citing Malcolm Gladwell, \textit{The Order of Things: What College Rankings Really Tell Us}, THE NEW YORKER (Feb. 6, 2011), https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/02/14/the-order-of-things.
\item \textsuperscript{189}Morris & Henderson, supra note 146, at 794.
\item \textsuperscript{192}See ESPELAND & SAUDER, supra note 46, at 83. Following the change, “some schools reduced the size of their part-time divisions.” Schrag, supra note 161, at 390.
\item \textsuperscript{193}See Schrag, supra note 161, at 390 n.8 (writing that “\textit{U.S. News} could ‘squelch’” the practice of admitting large transfer classes to boost revenue “simply by taking LSAT scores of transfer students into account.”).
\item \textsuperscript{195}See id.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
The *U.S. News* rankings contain inputs that can be divided into four categories. “Quality Assessment” currently amounts to forty percent of the ranking score and includes the results of surveys of lawyers, judges, and selected law school faculty members and administrators.196 “Placement Success” constitutes twenty-six percent of the scoring method and includes employment rate for graduates ten months after graduation, at graduation, and bar passage.197 Admissions “Selectivity” represents twenty-one percent of the ranking score and includes LSAT or GRE, undergraduate GPA, and acceptance rate.198 Finally, “Faculty, Law School and Library Resources” constitutes thirteen percent of the ranking score.199

In submitting data to *U.S. News*, law schools are asked to verify significant year-to-year changes in particular numbers. But *U.S. News* has “not adopted methods to verify the accuracy of the data it has solicited from the [law] schools”200 beyond its seemingly automated requests for confirmation of notable changes. Past instances of outright fraud were not discovered by *U.S. News*; instead, the law schools “turned themselves in.”201 Because the “rankings have become so entrenched within the legal education environment,” their “survival . . . no longer depends upon valid and accurate inputs.”202

After the ABA implemented mandatory consumer information disclosures, *U.S. News* modified the way employment data was incorporated into the *U.S. News*’s rankings, adjusting to focus on “verifiable information that was also submitted to the ABA.”203 Yet, even as the ABA modified its reporting guidance, some inputs were reported only to *U.S. News* and not subject to public disclosure—most notably today, at-graduation employment
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rates and law school expenditures. Other than in outright cases of fraud (e.g., falsification of data reported to both the ABA and *U.S. News*), current issues surrounding “gaming” may be primarily found in regard to these two areas.

Accuracy of reporting information is not a new problem—indeed, just four years after the launch of its “composite rankings” for law schools, *U.S. News* came to believe that salary figures were overstated, which Andrew Morriss and William Henderson attribute to “systemic manipulation of a key input variable.” Twenty-seven law schools ranked in 1995 reported higher LSAT numbers to the magazine than to the ABA (which, at the time, did not require law schools to publish that information). Yet in spite of the longstanding history of problematic data submission, the issue does not appear to have gone away.

III. RELIANCE AND AGENTS, INDIRECT RELIANCE, AND DERIVATIVE RELIANCE

In the law school litigation, most plaintiffs asserted that they had directly utilized false or misleading information published by the defendant law


205 The rankings continue to include various measures of law school expenditures. *See* Morse et al., *supra* note 196. The ABA, however, collects very limited data on law school finances. The instructions to the ABA Annual Questionnaire submitted by law schools provide:

Starting with the 2018 AQ, the extensive detail that was previously required regarding revenue and expenses has been replaced with the questions below. Law schools and the universities or other entities of which they are a part have a variety of accounting and budgeting practices and were often not able to match the categories that were presented previously.


206 ESPELAND & SAUNDER, *supra* note 46, at 130 ("Gaming can be understood as a more or less cynical effort to manipulate the rankings data without addressing the underlying condition that is the purpose of the measure.").


208 *Id.*
schools or provided by the law schools and republished by a third party (U.S. News, NALP, etc.). In these cases, reliance would have been based on the plaintiffs encountering statements made by the law school.

The question posed by this paper is distinct—whether a ranking that incorporates information supplied by a defendant could give rise to a cause of action if a plaintiff relied not on the underlying information but on the third-party ranking.

Dean Prosser posed a seemingly straightforward question in 1966: “The defendant makes a misrepresentation of fact to A. B learns of the misrepresentation and in reliance upon it suffers loss. Under what circumstances is the defendant liable to B?”209 Answering this question requires considering “the interplay of a number of different factors,” producing a result “not unlike that of a man being torn to pieces by an assortment of horses.”210

The common law allows fraud claims based on indirect, second-hand reliance. Fraud “now clearly covers cases beyond the most straightforward scenario of D uttering a misrepresentation to P, intending for P to rely on it, and inducing such reliance to P’s detriment.”211 Two further possibilities exist beyond this straightforward case—first, where the misstatement is made to a plaintiff’s agent, and the plaintiff relies upon it, and second, where the misstatement is made to a non-agent third party, but the defendant can expect that it will be repeated.

The first scenario pushes fraud beyond statements made to a plaintiff by allowing recovery by a plaintiff when a misstatement is made to the plaintiff’s agent. When a plaintiff has employed an agent, fraud against the agent dealing on behalf of a principal gives rise to a claim of fraud by the principal as plaintiff. The Restatement (Second) of Agency addresses “Third Person Fraudulent” circumstances: “A person who fraudulently . . . enters into a transaction with[ ] an agent acting within the scope of his power to bind the principal . . . is subject to liability to the principal whether the fraud is practiced upon the agent or upon the principal.”213 In tort, this gives the principal a cause of “action in deceit . . . or other remedies obtained through
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Fraud “directed towards the agent,” such as “misrepresentation[] concerning goods” sold by a third party “to the agent,” is fraud against the principal, “whether the principal is disclosed, partially disclosed, or undisclosed.”

For example, in investor fraud cases where plaintiffs could not utilize the fraud-on-the-market presumption of reliance, fraudulent statements by a defendant to plaintiffs’ investment advisor or accountant were sufficient to empower plaintiffs to bring a fraud action. Courts have noted that “[u]nder well-settled principles of agency law, one who defrauds an agent is liable to the principal” and “a principal may sue when it is his agent who has been defrauded.”

Outside of the investor fraud context, this rule has been applied: to medical device litigation (where a misrepresentation was made to a physician and a plaintiff patient was injured), to asbestos litigation (where a misrepresentation was made to an architect and plaintiff school district was injured), and to real estate transactions (where a misrepresentation was made to a realtor and injured plaintiff property owner).

The second scenario pushing beyond the straightforward case of misrepresentation directed at the plaintiff involves a misrepresentation made to a third-party non-agent and then relied upon by the plaintiff. In the past, the Restatement of Torts endorsed the idea that a person could be liable for misrepresentation based on communications to a non-agent that are intended to or expected to be repeated. Section 533 of the Restatement (Second) of Torts provides that “[t]he maker of a fraudulent misrepresentation is subject to liability for pecuniary loss to another” even where the misrepresentation is “not made directly to the other” but is “made to a third person and the maker intends or has reason to expect that its terms will be repeated or its substance communicated to the other, and that it will influence his conduct in the

214 Id. § 315 cmt. a.
215 Id. § 315 cmt. b.
218 In re Fine Host, 25 F. Supp. 2d at 71.
219 Id. at 71–72.
transaction or type of transaction involved.”

The maker of the false statement is liable even if he or she does not have “any particular person in mind” as the recipient of information passed to a third party. There are “a good many cases, all of them holding that the plaintiff can recover,” in areas in which the plaintiff is an unidentified member of a group or class and the defendant’s purpose is to influence any of its members.

The statement need not be repeated directly—it is enough that the speaker “makes a misrepresentation to one group intending to influence the behavior of the ultimate purchaser, and that he succeeds in this plan.” But Section 533 does appear to, in most cases that don’t involve an agent, require that some “substance” regarding the misrepresentation be repeated to the plaintiff. What can be called “indirect reliance” does require that a plaintiff “considers the actual content” of the statement made and then passed down through third parties.


224 Id. § 533 cmt. g.

225 Prosser, supra note 209, at 243.

226 Comm. on Child.’s Television, Inc. v. Gen. Foods Corp., 673 P.2d 660, 674 (Cal. 1983) (“Repetition . . . should not be a prerequisite to liability . . . .”). Later decisions have called into question whether Children’s Television should be read to have adopted that position. The case used “a single, enigmatic sentence whose interpretation has spawned considerable debate.” Mirkin v. Wasserman, 858 P.2d 568, 577 (Cal. 1993). If Children’s Television had, intended to announce such a drastic change to settled law on a point as important as the nature of reliance in an action for deceit, one would expect to see the announcement of the new rule to be supported with reasons and the citation of authority. Instead, one finds only a single sentence, unsupported by reasoning or authority and phrased in tentative language: “Repetition . . . should not be a prerequisite to liability.”

Id. at 577–78 (alteration in original). Other courts have rejected Mirkin’s limited reading, however, siding with the Mirkin dissent’s broader interpretation of Children’s Television. For example, the court in Kaufman noted that in Mirkin:

[T]wo justices vigorously dissented, pointedly noting that “a defendant’s misrepresentation may be an ‘immediate cause’ of a plaintiff’s injury-producing conduct even though the defendant did not make the misrepresentation directly to the plaintiff, and even though the plaintiff never heard or read the precise words of the misrepresentation.” We are satisfied that the Mirkin dissent properly interprets the principles of indirect reliance reflected in . . . section 533 of the Restatement of Torts . . . .

Whether it would be enough to establish reasonable foreseeability of repetition—as opposed to “reason to expect” repetition—is left open. The Restatement (Second) of Torts expresses “no opinion on whether the liability of the maker of a fraudulent representation may extend . . . to other persons or other types of transactions, if reliance upon the representation in acting or refraining from action may reasonably be foreseen.” 228

The Restatement (Third) of Torts continues to adhere to this general framework in Section 12. The more general language of the section provides that an actor is subject to liability for harm for misrepresentation if the “risk of the harm was foreseeably increased” by the misrepresentation. 229 To recover, the comments clarify, a plaintiff “need not have dealt directly with the defendant.” 230 It is enough that a “defendant had reason to expect that the plaintiff would receive the statement and rely on it.” 231

Perhaps most applicable to false statements law schools might make to the publisher of external rankings—one common context in which fraud to a third party has been said to be actionable involves misrepresentations to a credit-rating company. 232 Where a person makes a misrepresentation “to a credit-rating company for the purpose of obtaining a credit rating based on them,” that person “is subject to liability to any person who may be expected to and does extend credit to him in reliance upon the erroneous rating so procured.” 233 This is so even though the “rating company does not communicate the figures misstated by the maker of the misrepresentations.” 234 That a credit rating “summarize[s] with reasonable accuracy” or “expresses the effect of the misstatements made” is sufficient. 235 A plaintiff could proceed based on fraudulent statements made to a rating agency even if the plaintiff is not itself extending credit to the maker of the fraudulent statement, so long as plaintiff is dealing with the defendant “in any one of the ways in which the [defendant’s] financial position is material.” 236 As Prosser summarized, “[t]here is liability for deceit when false statements as to credit are made to a commercial credit agency, for the purpose of
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reaching its subscribers, or even others, in order to obtain credit from them.”

“Credit rating agencies (CRAs) evaluate the creditworthiness of financial instruments or the issuers of such instruments.” In the corporate context, credit rating agencies “gather information about issuers and securities, analyze that information, formulate opinions about those issuers and securities and broadly disseminate those opinions.” Investors, lacking “the capacity or time to examine and evaluate the quality of financial instruments or the creditworthiness of the issuer of such instruments, use the ratings issued by CRAs to make investment decisions.”

Courts have found that the ratings produced by CRAs are not protected “opinions regarding future valuation” but instead “statements analyzing current worth.” These represent not “pure statements of either fact or opinion but rather . . . a hybrid of the two.” “Ratings should best be understood as fact-based opinions.”

Plaintiff would need to establish two things to bring a claim of fraud based on misrepresentations a defendant made to a credit rating agency—first, that the plaintiff relied on the assigned rating, and second that the deception affected the rating, which is to say that the rating agency “would have assigned a different rating (or not assigned a rating at all)” if not for the deception.

Reliance on the credit rating incorporating a misstatement would then be actionable even for a plaintiff who “never received th[e] misrepresentations directly.”

IV. FRAUD ON THE MARKET

Fraud on the market (“FOTM”) is no doubt familiar to most law students from an introductory course in corporate law. Rather than prove individual

237 Prosser, supra note 209, at 243 (collecting cases) (footnotes omitted).
240 De Bruyne, supra note 238, at 174.
242 Id. at 454.
243 Id. at 455.
reliance, FOTM allows class action private securities fraud plaintiffs to assert that “all investors rely on the market price when making a purchase decision, so that if the market price reflected the effects of an omission or misstatement, then every investor could be presumed to have relied on information that incorporated that omission or misstatement.”246 This relieves plaintiffs in a class action securities fraud suit from showing that “each and every potential class member read the document with a misstatement or the portion of the document where the omitted material should have been included.”247

Fraud on the market has been described as an “artifact of history.” Its foundation is the idea that the securities laws “need a private enforcement mechanism and that the class action is the procedural mode best suited for that purpose.”249 But, the common law of fraud, which “presupposes parties dealing face-to-face and requires a showing of reliance on the misrepresentation” presents an obstacle which cannot be overcome “as a practical matter in a class action.”250 Without FOTM, a plaintiff would need to satisfy the reliance element of common law deceit—showing that “the investor’s decision to trade was affected by the omission or misstatement (also sometimes called transaction causation).” This would be “at best a tedious proposition” for plaintiffs and their class counsel.252

The Supreme Court adopted FOTM in 1988 in Basic Inc. v. Levinson.253 A steel corporation engaged in secret conversations beginning in 1976 regarding a potential sale to another entity; the resulting tender offer would be expected to drive up prices of the acquired corporation’s stock. In 1977 and 1978, in the face of unusually heavy trading (presumably as insiders and tippees sought to acquire shares to profit off the eventual sale of the business), corporate executives denied that they could explain the trading and denied
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that they were engaged in merger conversations. The executives made three denials—one, in an article in the Cleveland Plain Dealer, the second,
in a release issued following a New York Stock Exchange inquiry, and a

Some stockholders sold their shares before the merger was announced;
had they held on longer, they would have enjoyed hefty profits, the loss of
which constituted their claim for damages. But the problem was that many
investors would not have been able to show that they read the corporate
executives’ denials and thus relied upon the false statements. FOTM provided an answer.

The FOTM solution adopted by the Supreme Court in Basic to this
reliance problem did not expressly acknowledge the practical foundations of
the FOTM rule; instead, it “patched over the problem by relaxing the reliance
requirement.” The efficient market hypothesis supporting FOTM was
adopted not because of the strength of the underlying economic theory cited
by the Supreme Court, but instead because of the “need for the efficient
market hypothesis to solve a procedural problem.”

Without FOTM, it would be difficult for class action plaintiffs to establish
reliance. Each plaintiff could submit an affidavit certifying “that he or she
read the document that contained the misstatement.” If accepted by the
court, this would be a “time-consuming” though not incredibly difficult
task. But if a court requires that plaintiffs’ affidavits certify when they read
the document and “how it fits into their investment decisions, then the task
becomes more cumbersome.” Boilerplate descriptions might be read by a
court as “an attempt to avoid an inquiry into whether each individual plaintiff
actually considered the information under consideration,” while
individualized descriptions “for each affidavit . . . would become a more
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And more problematic than workload, individual descriptions could undercut the requirement for class certification that “the claims . . . of the representative parties are typical of those of the class.”

The solution to these practical problems was FOTM, which flowed out of academic research on whether investors could beat the market in the face of indications that stock prices tend “to follow a random walk with a drift equal to the average return.” Under the “Semi-Strong Form” of the Efficient Market Hypothesis developed by this research, the “price of [a] stock incorporates accurately all past information” of a “publicly available” nature.

In Basic, the Supreme Court “accepted that securities prices accurately reflect all publicly available information about the value of a security and investors have a right to expect that publicly available information is accurate and reasonably complete.” An investor is presumed to “rely on prices in the market as reflecting truthful statements free of material omissions.”

The Court described the market as “acting as the unpaid agent of the investor, informing him that given all the information available to it, the value of the stock is worth the market price.”

The view that securities markets operate as agents of an investor represents FOTM’s embrace of the concept of “derivative reliance—the efficient market acts as the third-person upon whom the plaintiff relies.” FOTM is “derivative reliance” taken “to its logical conclusion.”

Reliance “is traced through third parties, such as stockbrokers, relatives, or friends,”
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and “[a]s a result of this derivative reliance, the reliance requirement logically has been extended further down the causal chain.”

FOTM provides a presumption of reliance allowing class actions “against those who make false and misleading statements about publicly traded securities.” The common law requirement of reliance disappears with FOTM; instead, class members “benefit from a rebuttable presumption of reliance on the integrity of the market price, which is grounded in the assumptions that the price of an actively traded stock reflects available public information and that misinformation can impair the price’s accuracy.”

Without FOTM, a defendant would be able to “make a reasonable claim that individual issues of reliance would require separate trials for each plaintiff.” The Supreme Court “made a policy decision to promote the deterrence effect of private rights of action under the securities laws.” With FOTM, “individual investors do not have to make separate showings of reliance,” and “common issues of proof for all traders over the period of the fraud predominate,” making “class certification an easier matter.” In a practical sense, class actions would be “virtually impossible” in securities litigation, since “individual questions of reliance would predominate over any common questions.”

The FOTM presumption provides “the necessary transaction causation element for class certification in the assertion of claims under section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5.”

Criticism of the FOTM presumption of reliance is extensive. While the Basic court could opine that “[c]ommentators generally have applauded the adoption of one variation or another of the fraud-on-the-market theory,” the decision would soon come to be subject to significant, if not withering, academic and scholarly criticism and repeated attacks in the courts.
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The first criticism relates to the Efficient Markets Hypothesis that the Basic court identified as the basis for FOTM. During the “explosive growth phase in technology stock prices in the late 1990s,” the academic consensus that securities markets accurately reflect publicly available information (including fraud) began to disintegrate, with scholars observing what “appeared to be mispricing.”

Academic research began to “pose puzzles that the efficient markets proponents have not explained satisfactorily.”

While the literature continues to debate the issue, if one believes that “certain actively-traded securities at certain times do not obey the rules of an efficient market . . . then it is difficult to understand why the presumption of reliance should not be rejected.”

This criticism likely could have been avoided had the Basic decision been more cautious in its description of the academic support “confirm[ing]” the Efficient Markets Hypothesis. FOTM can be defended even without that strident belief. Instead, one might adopt a more cautious view—that “efficiency is not an on-off switch, but rather exists along a continuum.”

Since reliance is really an inquiry into “but-for” causation, the presumption could be justified so long as the market is efficient enough that “an investor would be justified in relying on the . . . market price.”

A market need not be perfectly efficient and “[t]he precise extent to which the price was affected by the fraud is irrelevant to the reliance question,” since “[r]eliance on the integrity of the market price invariably will result in reliance on a defendant’s [false or misleading] statements” or omissions.

Moreover, FOTM may be justified because “reasonable investors behave as if the market were efficient,” making the presumption appropriate.

Other criticisms of FOTM are really criticisms of private securities litigation. For instance, perhaps the most damning criticism of private securities litigation is its “circularity” feature—shareholders are the
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supposedly wronged party, but since class actions target issuers rather than individuals responsible for false statements, the end result is that shareholders “bear the costs of the payments.” A diversified investor is just as likely to be the loser in securities fraud claims as to be the winner. But this is not a criticism of FOTM, even if sometimes described as one.

Similarly, FOTM is not to blame for the structural incentives in securities litigation which favor settlements rather than resolution in trial.

In the face of these criticisms, the Supreme Court has continued to adhere to the FOTM presumption of reliance. In Halliburton II in 2014, the Court found “no sufficient justification for overruling Basic’s presumption of reliance.” The Court did sensibly adopt a position developed in lower court decisions that allowed “defendants to introduce evidence at the class certification stage rebutting the Basic presumption by showing that the alleged misrepresentation did not impact the price of the security.” But the Court left in place FOTM as a principal component of the private securities litigation toolkit.

V. TOWARDS FRAUD ON THE RANKINGS

Fraud on the rankings—FOTR—would be a presumption of reliance plaintiffs in an individual or class action could invoke against a law school or other higher education institution based on deceptive reporting to an external ranking a defendant had reason to expect would be relied upon by the members of the class of applicants in making their enrollment decisions.

FOTR would resemble FOTM in that the rankings would serve as an “unpaid agent” for a prospective student in the same way the securities market serves as an unpaid agent for investors. To be sure, courts have rejected the application of FOTM to common law fraud claims involving securities. FOTM for federal securities actions is thought to be justified by
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the importance of class actions in deterring securities fraud in the face of limited federal enforcement resources. The case law defining the limits of FOTM, however, is itself fairly limited. Most of these cases involved securities claims and were brought as state law claims to avoid particular components of federal reform statutes thought to limit success in the federal courts. The state courts have been understandably reluctant to expand fraud claims where plaintiffs seemed to be choosing state law to avoid the impact of federal reforms. Nor should the rejection of FOTM outside the securities context mean that the common law of indirect or derivative reliance cannot be interpreted to give rise to an agent-based reliance claim in other contexts.

In order to justify FOTR, it would be necessary to establish that a defendant’s false statement or omission as to a matter of material fact was incorporated into the rankings relied upon by a plaintiff or a plaintiff class. An initial challenge is that rankings themselves are opinions. Courts have held that rankings are opinions in the context of defamation. Opinions, including puffery and sales talk, are not a proper basis for a fraud claim in that they do not constitute false statements of fact, are not material, and cannot be relied upon reasonably in making a decision. Like a credit rating assigned to an investment product, a ranking is a “protected expression of opinion.” Primarily, this serves to protect the party producing the ranking from a cause of action for misrepresentation. The rankings producer makes opinion-based choices in regard to how to structure the rankings, weight the different components, and even on such matters as how many organizations to rank and how to name or describe the ranking provided.

But saying that a ranking is a statement of opinion is incomplete. Rankings are opinions in the same way a creditworthiness determination by a credit rating agency is an opinion. They are opinions that incorporate facts. A ranking could present a false representation of the world in one of two ways. First, a party that publishes a ranking asserting its opinion could engage in deception if that party does not actually hold that opinion. A ranking makes
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an implicit statement, “this is what I believe,” which, if false, would be a misrepresentation. Second, a ranking presents embedded factual statements through a formula constructed in an opinion. If a ranking makes use of four categories of factors, like U.S. News does in its rankings of law schools, and the factual information included in the ranking is false, the ranking has incorporated the facts and, whether republishing the specific information or not, the ranking has presented an amalgamated description of a ranked entity that does not represent reality.

FOTR would utilize the common law principle of derivative or indirect reliance articulated in the Restatement (Second) of Torts. The law school submitting false information to U.S. News has reason to expect that a class of persons consisting of prospective law students will receive the “substance” of the false information, incorporated into the ranking according to a semi-accessible formula. The law school submitting false information intends that the prospective law students will incorporate the false information, as manifested in the law school’s ranking, in their decision-making.

To prevail using FOTR, plaintiffs would need to establish that reliance upon the ranking was reasonable and that they actually relied upon the ranking. Here, law school graduates could point to the fact that prospective students lack the “capacity or time” to evaluate the “quality” of a legal education program just like investors lack the time to evaluate the creditworthiness of corporations that issue financial instruments. Based on that lack of time, it is reasonable for investors to rely on a Credit Rating Agency’s determination of creditworthiness and, by the same token, for a prospective law student to rely upon a law school’s ranking as reflecting the truth of the items included in the ranking.

Like FOTM, a FOTR would be a rebuttable presumption. Not all investors rely on market price before making purchase or sale decisions. Similarly, not all law students rely upon rankings in making choices—some choose law schools based on geographic constraints, others based exclusively on affordability, and others still based on “family traditions or personal commitments.”

Similarly, defendants could seek to rebut a presumption of reliance on the rankings by demonstrating that, in regard to a particular misrepresentation made by a law school to U.S. News, the misrepresentation had no impact on the school’s ranking. For instance, if a school ranked 39th misreported its
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LSAT medians, but the correct report would not have changed its ranking, then FOTR would not be appropriate because submission of accurate information would not have altered the resulting ranking and therefore could not have influenced a prospective law student’s decision.\footnote{In at least one past instance (Illinois allegedly misreporting LSATs and undergraduate GPAs in four years of submissions to U.S. News), U.S. News rankings boss Robert Morse suggested that “any change in [the] University of Illinois College of Law’s . . . ranking due to the altered statistics would have been minor because little difference existed between the reported and actual scores used to compile the 2012 list.” Christopher Polchin, Comment, Raising the “Bar” on Law School Data Reporting: Solutions to the Transparency Problem, 117 PENN ST. L. REV. 201, 207 (2012).}

Just as securities markets—or at least, well-developed securities markets—incorporate public information in setting the price of a stock, rankings incorporate information provided by the schools in constructing a ranking. When the submitted data is unreliable or falsified, that “impacts the value assessment . . . by misleading applicants with respect to the costs and benefits of legal education.”\footnote{Anglade, supra note 19, at 908.}

The choice of different weights, arbitrary at best\footnote{See Jeffrey Evans Stake, The Interplay Between Law School Rankings, Reputations, and Resource Allocation: Ways Rankings Mislead, 81 IND. L.J. 229, 245 (2006) (“Many of these criteria are of no inherent interest to the readers of the rankings.”).} and self-serving at worst\footnote{See Scott Baker et al., The Rat Race as an Information-Forcing Device, 81 IND. L.J. 53, 81 (2006) (“U.S. News is an external player, an outsider, who seized a gap in the market. The rankings may be highly flawed, but there has been customer demand for them. U.S. News . . . profit[s] increasingly as more consumers focus attention on their rankings . . . .”).} means that rankings may not precisely reflect the “value” or quality of the subject’s ranking. But, just as is the case with securities prices, rankings can operate in a self-fulfilling fashion. The market price of a security does not always—and may not usually—reflect a statement of the “true worth” of a fractional interest in a business enterprise.\footnote{See Paul G. Mahoney, Precaution Costs and the Law of Fraud in Impersonal Markets, 78 VA. L. REV. 623, 661 (1992) (explaining that securities markets have various tools which can be “respectable, if often criticized, methods of measuring a stock’s” value).}

But at the same time, the stock price does represent the true worth of a share in the sense that the stock price is the price at which, at a given moment in time, someone can purchase or sell a share in a reasonably liquid market.

Rankings reflect “true quality” in this same sense.\footnote{See TAMANAH, supra note 19, at 80 (“[T]he ranking creates its own reality.”).} The opinion-based result of weighted factual factors included in a ranking may have only a tangential connection to the actual quality of the experience a student would
have if attending the ranked school. For instance, the number of books in a law library may not mean much about the quality of a law school in an era of digital legal research. But like the market price of a security, once entities are ranked in a certain way, the ranking becomes part of the “true quality” of the program ranked.  

The ranking itself becomes the value of a ranked entity. While rankings are “far from perfectly correlated” with “employment prospects,” rankings are taken seriously not just by students, faculty, and law school deans, but also by “[legal employers[] and alumni.” Legal employers “use[] the rankings to make hiring decisions and judge the quality of law graduates on the strength of their legal education.”

To provide a basis for FOTR, rankings don’t have to be “correct”—just “correct enough” that a person would be justified in relying on them to make a choice about a law school. And a presumption of reliance is appropriate even if rankings are not perfectly accurate if a reasonable future law student behaves as if they are accurate. Certainly, the evidence supports the view that “normal” prospective law students heavily weigh rankings. Reasonableness does not mean brilliance. If an ordinary, normal way of choosing a law school is to focus on rankings, then a presumption that a student’s choice was in reliance on rankings reflecting information submitted by law schools is just as appropriate as a presumption that an investor traded a security based on price. Reasonable investors act like markets are “efficient enough” to incorporate publicly available information; reasonable prospective law students may act (and would, in fact, be rational in acting) as if rankings are “accurate enough.”

Some courts have questioned whether any reasonable consumer would rely upon a ranking. But, if schools have reason to expect that students will
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rely on rankings, then false statements to a ranking producer are statements that a school can reasonably expect will be communicated—through the prism of rankings—to a class of potential students. This would simply be the application of derivative or indirect reliance as articulated in the Restatement. It would allow construction of a class since virtually all members of the class are likely familiar with the ranking of particular schools they are considering.

One might ask whether recognizing FOTR serves any point if the other obstacles to a fraud claim against a law school cannot be overcome—in particular, the challenge of pleading and proving damages in the form of economic loss. This concern could be answered in several ways. For one, some plaintiffs sue for injunctive relief. But here I suggest the law school litigation—by seeking to ascertain a difference between the “actual” value of a law degree at a school which had allegedly committed fraud in its employment reporting—may have taken the wrong path in constructing claims for damages.

Instead, a more discrete claim of damages would be rankings-based and tied to the overwhelming practice at most law schools of tying tuition discounting—that is, scholarship assistance—to rankings-prominent statistics. A student applies to a law school. If the student has the appropriate LSAT score and undergraduate GPA, the school offers a tuition discount to recruit them. A lower-ranked school would offer more
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generous aid to the same student. In reliance on the rankings of the schools, the student chooses the higher-ranked school in spite of higher net tuition but then finds out that the higher-ranked school submitted false information to the ranking’s producer. The school should have had a lower ranking; at that lower ranking, it would have had to offer the student a more generous financial aid package. The damages claim for the student would be the difference between the net tuition paid for the school as it was ranked, versus the net tuition that could have been charged by the school at its actual, non-fraudulent ranking. While it would be complicated, since many schools employ a “discounting matrix” which awards aid in a mechanical fashion based on LSAT and GPA, for any individual plaintiff it would perhaps be possible to calculate the difference in price paid compared to what should have been paid without the fraud.

Today, law schools engage in “significant tuition discounting through grants and scholarships.” Tuition discounts have become “widespread,” with estimates that only one-third of law students “pay sticker price” while the remaining two-thirds “secure a discount.”

The primary driver of differences in tuition discounts is “the ‘intense competition’ fostered by the U.S. News ranking method.” Discounts are based on U.S. News metrics—“LSAT and undergraduate GPA.” The “scholarship arms race” has been fueled by a “rankings-driven” concern
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about the use of LSAT score and undergraduate GPA in the rankings, leading to “price competition in the form of discounts off sticker tuition.”

Law schools “will negotiate price (that is, discount tuition) for accepted applicants with certain measurable characteristics, namely LSAT and [undergraduate GPA] credentials that are above the actual or aspirational median for that law school.” Law schools allocate scholarships with concern for “which students’ scores will improve the school’s [LSAT] median.”

On this flip side, students selecting a law school balance “best general [r]eputation for overall quality” against the “lowest cost of attendance,” with “the scholarships and other cost discounts . . . a significant factor in many students’ decisions.”

A law student with a particular LSAT score has the opportunity to attend a lower-ranked school in response to a more generous scholarship offer. The differences in aid across rankings levels are significant—a decision to attend a law school ranked forty spots lower may involve a difference of $20,000–$30,000 in increased scholarship aid per year.

The reduced-scholarship formulation of damages differs from the “inflated tuition” argument rejected by the court in Harnish. In Harnish, the plaintiffs in effect argued that had accurate employment information been reported, the school would not have been able to charge the tuition levels it did while allegedly deceptive information was promulgated. The allegedly false reporting “inflated” the tuition that a school could charge to all law students. The reduced scholarship formulation, however, focuses on the impact of an inflated ranking on net tuition (tuition less scholarship aid) for a student with particular entering credentials. The reduced scholarship claim would not require a court to find that tuition levels charged by a school are linked to its employment data—instead, it would require only a showing that the school offered particular scholarships to students with entering
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credentials, and that the school would have had to offer higher levels of aid to students with particular credentials if its ranking had been accurate rather than the product of deception. The latter would require a determination of the scholarship levels offered by schools ranked where the defendant would have ended up with accurate submission of information to the rankings producer. While this approach to damages would require calculation of damages in individual cases with reference to students’ entering credentials, it might not doom class certification because the same process/formula could be applied to each member of the class.\footnote{\textit{See In re Potash Antitrust Litig.}, 159 F.R.D. 682, 697 (D. Minn. 1995) ("[T]he fact that the damages calculation may involve individualized analysis is not by itself sufficient to preclude certification when liability can be determined on a class-wide basis."). Courts can employ "various judicial methods . . . to resolve individual damage issues without precluding class certification[s]," such as "appointing special masters or magistrates to preside over individual damage proceedings." \textit{Id.} at 698.}

The reduced-scholarship approach represents an application of the “out-of-pocket” rule to damages—it “looks backward to the position the plaintiff occupied before the wrong, rather than forward to the position she hoped (or expected) to occupy after the successful completion of the transaction.”\footnote{Michael B. Kelly, \textit{The Phantom Reliance Interest in Tort Damages}, 38 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 169, 172 (2001).}

The end result of this approach to damages would have several implications. First, the awards would be smaller than those sought in the law school litigation—which might have included a full refund of tuition paid or lost wages from poor employment prospects. The scholarship differential would be smaller and apply only to students who received (or should have received) a scholarship offer but would perhaps still be enough to deter fraud.

Second, a scholarship-differential measure of damages would not require the use of FOTM for damages calculation,\footnote{\textit{See Harnish}, 833 F.3d at 311–12.} which was a difficulty some courts envisioned in the law school litigation.

Third, the schools in the bottom portion of the law school industry, where \textit{U.S. News} provides no published rank, would not be subject to lawsuits since even if one of these committed fraud, it was not enough to lead the school to have a ranking. Students who attend an unranked school could not state a claim based on scholarships, so long as the school is unranked.\footnote{This may be an appropriate accommodation, since it appears from some empirical work that schools in the lowest reputational bands do not rely upon tuition discounting to improve entering student credentials to the degree that schools with stronger reputations do. Burk et al., \textit{supra} note 331, at 624. Law schools “in that lower tier are not under pressure to reduce prices because they are}
the potential defendants to ranked schools may overcome a concern raised in some law school lawsuits that a student who chooses to enroll in an unranked school could not claim to have reasonably relied on employment numbers, since the low ranking should itself have signaled to the student that the school’s outcomes were well below those of other law schools.\footnote{See MacDonald v. Thomas M. Cooley L. Sch., 880 F. Supp. 2d 785, 794 (W.D. Mich. 2012), aff’d, 724 F.3d 654 (6th Cir. 2013) (“It is unreasonable to think that all self-employed graduates from arguably the lowest-ranked law school in the country have bustling full-time legal practices immediately upon graduation.”).} Unranked schools would not be defendants, and would only be swept into cases based on a reduced-scholarship theory of damages as comparison points against a ranked school that would have been unranked if it had not committed fraud.\footnote{The FOTR theory is based on reliance on rankings, but schools “at the lowest level are free to ignore \textit{US News}, helpless to alter their fate because the ranking has condemned them to the basement.” TAMANAHA, supra note 19, at 81.}

\section*{VI. In Conclusion: Law School Litigation’s Epitaph}

The last of the law school cases to reach its end was \textit{Harnish v. Widener University}. After the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit affirmed\footnote{\textit{Harnish}, 833 F.3d at 302.} the lower court’s denial of class certification,\footnote{\textit{See} Harnish v. Widener Univ. Sch. of L., Civ. No. 12-00608 (WHW) (CLW), 2015 WL 4064647, at *9 (D.N.J. July 1, 2015).} lead counsel concluded that the case was no longer economically viable and withdrew from representation of the plaintiffs.\footnote{Stone & Magnanini LLP’s Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Plaintiffs’ Counsel at 7, \textit{Harnish v. Widener Univ. Sch. of L.}, Civ. No. 12-00608 (WHW) (CLW), 2015 WL 4064647 (D.N.J. Nov. 9, 2017) (“Counsel has determined that it is the only market available to the applicants who cannot get into the higher tier, and so on.”) Steven R. Smith, \textit{Financing the Future of Legal Education: “Not What It Used to Be”}, 2012 MICH. ST. L. REV. 579, 599 (2012).} Several plaintiffs voluntarily dismissed
their claims. One was reported to have reached a settlement. The last remaining plaintiff was Gregory Edmond. Although he informed the court that he intended to end his case, he evidently failed to seek dismissal. The court adopted a report from the magistrate judge dismissing the final plaintiff’s claim for failure to prosecute on September 23, 2019.

The graduates, no doubt, had moved on. So too had the legal education industry. Litigation that had captured the attention of professors and administrators at law schools around the country, as well as the bench and bar, and inspired prominent coverage in national media outlets like The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal, ended with a whimper.

It may be that the lawsuits helped spur changes on the regulatory front which offer lasting benefits to future law students. The bad publicity associated with the suits may have driven law schools—not just the defendants—to exercise more responsibility and care in terms of their data reporting to the ABA and U.S. News. And the law school litigation brought attention to the collective responsibility of legal educators, the bench, and bar to think on the challenges facing new lawyers. As one court put it:

If lawsuits such as this have done nothing else, they have served to focus the attention of all constituents on this current problem facing the legal profession—from the law schools and their regulators, to the compilers of data that rate

neither cost effective nor viable for the Firm to continue litigating this matter on an individual basis.”).
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the schools to assist law school consumers, to the law firms that formerly primed the pump for a steady supply-line of associate positions to be filled by each graduating class, to the judiciary who offer clerkships to the best and the brightest, to the local bar associations whose members are responsible for the continuing health and viability of the profession, and, finally, to the prospective law students themselves. All must take a long, hard look at the current situation with the utmost seriousness of purpose.353

But the cases also left open meaningful questions about the scope of claims against educational institutions which engage in deceptive practices designed to manipulate their standing in external rankings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defendant</th>
<th>Case Name</th>
<th>Court(s)</th>
<th>Legal Claim(s)</th>
<th>Dispositive or Significant Opinion(s)</th>
<th>Procedural Posture</th>
<th>Basis for Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Albany Law School         | Austin v. Albany Law School of   | Supreme Court of New York, Albany County | • Deceptive business practices and false advertising (NY. Gen. Bus. Law §§ 349, 350)  
• Fraud   
• Nondisclosure misrepresentation  
• Fraud  
• Nondisclosure misrepresentation | 957 N.Y. S2d 483 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2013) | Motion to dismiss granted | • No indication of literally false statement  
• Outside source contained accurate information  
• Lack of scienter  
• Lack of causation  
• Lack of fraud
• Misleading statement |
• Fraud   
• Nondisclosure misrepresentation | 188 F. Supp. 3d 927 (D. Ariz. 2016) | Partial dismissal of fraud claims  
• Case subsequently appears to have settled | • Lack of scienter  
• False or misleading statement |
• Fraud   
• Nondisclosure misrepresentation | 2013 WL 1761294 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Apr. 22, 2013) | Motion to dismiss granted | • No indication of literally false statement  
• Fraudulent enhancement of allegedly inflated employment statistics not reasonable  
• Outside source contained accurate information  
• Calculation of damages would be too remote  
• Lack of fraud
• Duty |
| California Western Law    | Chaves v. California Western      | Appellate Court of California, First District, Ninth Division | • Consumer Fraud and  
Deceptive Practices Act, 815 Ill. Comp. Stat. 505/3  
• Fraud   
• Nondisclosure misrepresentation | 10 N.E.3d 1019 (Ill. App. Ct. 2014) | Motion to dismiss granted | • Lack of fraudulent misrepresentation or conspiracy  
• Lack of reasonableness  
• Lack of proximate cause of damages  
• Speculative damages  
• Lack of false statement  
• Outside source contained accurate information |
| DePaul University         | Phillips v. DePaul University    | Supreme Court of California       | • Deceptive business practices (NY. Gen. Bus. Law §§ 349, 350)  
• Fraud   
• Nondisclosure misrepresentation | 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176281 (N.D. Ill. 2015) | Motion to dismiss granted | • Lack of fraud
• Fraudulent enhancement of allegedly inflated employment statistics not reasonable  
• Outside source contained accurate information  
• Calculation of damages would be too remote  
• Lack of fraud
• Duty |
| Florida Coastal School of | Casey v. Florida Coastal School   | U.S. District Court, Middle District of Florida | • Deceptive trade practices under Fla. Stat. §§ 501.201–213 | 2013 WL 1185194 (S.D. Fla. 2013) | Motion to dismiss granted | • Lack of fraud
• Fraudulent enhancement of allegedly inflated employment statistics not reasonable  
• Outside source contained accurate information  
• Calculation of damages would be too remote  
• Lack of fraud
• Duty |
| Law School                | Arling v. Golden Gate University | Superior Court of California, San Francisco County | • Unfair trade practices under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 17200, 17500  
• Motion for class certification denied  
• Case settled according to media reports | • Lack of fraud
• Fraudulent enhancement of allegedly inflated employment statistics not reasonable  
• Outside source contained accurate information  
• Calculation of damages would be too remote  
• Lack of fraud
• Duty |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defendant</th>
<th>Case Name</th>
<th>Court(s)</th>
<th>Legal Claims</th>
<th>Dispositive or Significant Opinion(s)</th>
<th>Procedural Posture</th>
<th>Basis for Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hofstra University</td>
<td>Richards v. Hofstra University</td>
<td>Supreme Court of New York, County of Nassau, U.S. District Court, Eastern District of New York</td>
<td>• Deceptive business practices (N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law § 349)</td>
<td>998 F. Supp. 2d 258 (E.D.N.Y. 2012)</td>
<td>• Motion to dismiss granted</td>
<td>• Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of San Francisco School of Law</td>
<td>Hadfield v. University of San Francisco</td>
<td>Superior Court of California, San Francisco County</td>
<td>• Unfair trade practices under Cal. Bus. &amp; Prof. Code §§ 17200, 17205, Violations of Cal. Civ. Code § 1759 (CLRA)</td>
<td>2014 WL 6834196 (Cal. Super. Ct. Aug. 11, 2014)</td>
<td>• Motion for class certification denied</td>
<td>• Lack of indication that representations were made to all members of class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Individual issues of reliance and materiality predominate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defendant</td>
<td>Case Name</td>
<td>Court(s)</td>
<td>Legal Claims</td>
<td>Dispositive or Significant Opinion(s)</td>
<td>Procedural Posture</td>
<td>Bases for Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wexler</td>
<td>University School of Law</td>
<td>Henrich v. Wexler, University School of Law</td>
<td>Consumer Fraud under the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act and Delaware Consumer Fraud Act</td>
<td>Class Certification denied</td>
<td></td>
<td>Claim for damages based on Fraud on the Market Theory unsupported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>